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We come from the land of the ice and snow
From the midnight sun where the hot springs blow

The hammer of the gods
Will drive our ships to new lands

to fight the horde and sing and cry
Valhalla, I am coming!

-Led Zeppelin
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Foreword: The Skald in the Night
You knew one day the Gods would come for you, but you did not imagine that it would be like this, struck down by lightning as a storm 
rages around you. In your time you have seen many storms; on the sea as you raid, on the plains in summertime, unleashing fury upon 
fields already bare before the snows fall. But never have you seen Thor so angry as you vainly seek shelter in the forest near the road.  
At last, salvation; through the tempest, a small hut with a tiny plume of smoke coming from the chimney. You pull your pack tighter 
to you and move as quickly as possible, your boots sinking in the mud until you reach the building, quickly open the door, and slam it 
behind you.

Entering the abode, you are surprised to find what appears to be an abandoned home;  save for the lit hearth in the middle of the 
cobblestone building, the building is bare. Sitting on the floor by the fire you see a man with fiery blue and gold eyes and light red hair, 
cropped short; although his face appears youthful, his eyes betray an age and a wisdom beyond their years. He looks across the room 
at you over the fire. “Come in,” he says, although your mud-soaked boots already stain the floor. “The storm will get worse before it 
gets better.” You remove your overcoat and, placing it atop your drenched pack, take a seat at the fire. “Thor is angry tonight,” you 
say, warming your hands. The man across from you smiles. “Thor? Have you met him?” “Aside from just now? No,” you say gruffly. 
Admittedly, you are not in the best of humors. “Why, have you?” The man smiles.

“Of course,” he responds. “There was a time before Midgard, and a time after the creation of Midgard when the Gods walked among 
us still. There will be a time again, when battle is joined in Vigrid and the Wolf swallows the Sun but… that Twilight is not yet upon us. 
I digress. Of course I have met them. Thor, Odin, Loki, Tyr, Freyja, Bragi, Baldr, and the rest of the Gods. One does not forget such a 
meeting. Sadly, it has been a time since I have seen them, but still they work all around us.”

“So you’re a priest,” you say. The man’s eyes harden slightly, though he continues smiling. “Not as such, no. Just a simple wanderer, 
seeking the truth.” You sigh and attempt to stifle a heavy eye roll, unsuccessfully. He’s not going to be much help to you, but he’s 
provided you a hearth and a place to sleep, so it’s not worth betraying his hospitality with the insults currently roiling through your 
head. You excuse yourself, citing exhaustion, and unpack your bedroll, falling asleep almost immediately as your clothes and pack dry 
by the fire.

You awaken to find that it is day, but no ordinary day; the cold of the night has given way to brilliant warmth. You are standing in a 
meadow. Before you, you see the man who greeted you by the fire. He carries a gnarled staff of ashen wood, and nods to greet you, 
singing softly to himself. Under his feet are… can it be? A rainbow bridge ascending upward? With dread you realize that you are 
standing on Bifrost, the rainbow bridge connecting Midgard and Asgard, the realm of the Gods. That bastard must have tricked you 
and killed you in your sleep! In a rage, you draw your axes and run toward him at full speed. He remains motionless until the last 
moment, when you find yourself accelerating quickly no longer toward the man but the hard ground of Bifrost, which is less inviting to 
the face than to the eyes. Your axes clatter into the Rainbow Bridge and fall off into the abyss below. You stand to face the man, prepared 
to show the Gods your valor and avenge yourself upon him.

“You aren’t dead,” he says, intuiting your thoughts. “Had I murdered you in your sleep, why then should I be here as well? I exhort you 
instead to examine your surroundings.” You pause a second, trying to read the man’s intentions, then look around. Winged, beautiful 
humanoids fly above you, casting a cold shadow. Turning back, you see it: the great tree, Yggdrasil. It wavers and shimmers; you feel 
as though it is simultaneously within your grasp, but just out of reach. Its branches run high into the clouds, and down into darkness 
beyond your sight. “You had asked if I had met the Gods,” the man says. I wanted to show you that I had. Follow me, if you please.” He 

chapter One
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begins walking up Bifrost into the clouds. Dumbfounded, you follow him.

As you walk, wondrous realms are brought into view; by the time you could think to identify them, they are gone, replaced with another. 
You fall to your knees, bowing deeply before your guide. “Are you Odin himself?” you ask, incredulously. The man stops and turns 
around, a wry look on his face. He winks at you with his left eye and then with his right. “Both eyes, my friend. I have sacrificed much, 
but not as much as the Alfather. Now get up.” He sighs and chuckles to himself and begins singing quietly to himself again as he walks 
ever faster. “If you’re not Odin, and I’m not dead, then who are you, and why am I here?”  you ask with cautious indignation.

“That is the question on the lips of every person in Midgard,” the man responds. “Why am I here? To what purpose? What end? The 
problem with humans is not that they lack answers, but that they continually ask the wrong questions. But let me try to answer.

You are here because, as I said, you asked me if I had met the Gods. You are here because Odin wills it; because Thor fills you with 
strength, because Freyja fills you with vigor. Too many live their lives trying to take all they can from their world of Midgard; but as you 
have now seen, Midgard is but one very small piece of this puzzle.”

You,” he says, fire now burning in his eyes, “were fortunate enough to be born a Drengr; a warrior of the Gods. It is your charge to bring 
them glory. They gain strength as the Drengr give them tribute; in return, they offer their Favor to you that you may, yes, bring them 
more glory. Should you achieve that, Asgard is your reward, and you will live on in the halls of Asgard to fight alongside the Gods during 
Ragnarok. As for me,” he continues. “I have many names, but there was a time when I was called Morotar, the Mestrskald. Banish any 
further questions about me from your mind; time is short, and there are many other things to ask.”  

“What are the right questions then, great Skald?” you ask, your heart and breath racing at meeting the legendary Morotar. “The journey 
is not knowing the questions. The journey is finding them,” the man responds. “The Gods have left you clues all over Midgard. Will you 
be strong enough, wise enough, brave enough, cunning enough to find them in your hour of need? Ah. We have arrived.”

Ascending up through one final level of clouds, you come upon enormous white walls. Bifrost terminates through an impossibly high 
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double gate of pristine white stone. Your jaw opens in amazement as you recognize where you are. Morotar turns around, facing 
you one last time. “For some,” he says, “This is closer than they will ever be to Odin’s Hall. For others, they will come this close, 
but no further. Being denied entry at its gates is crueler than never having known it. I have known this pain, and now you shall as 
well. As with all pain, when you find it, don’t brush it aside or try to overcome it; use it.” You stretch your hands, your body, your 
entire being out toward the white gates, but cannot reach. “Remember what I have told you, and seek the strength and wisdom of the 
Gods. You are no ordinary warrior. You are a Drengr; you are one of the Chosen of Midgard. Do not forget the lessons you have learned 
tonight.” You blink, and he is gone. Asgard begins fading from view around you. You scream, and with the last of your strength as your 
vision fades to black, you dive toward the gates of Valhalla.

You awake to the sunlight of the dawn burning your eyes, your face and clothes covered in mud. The sky this morning is clear, though 
the ground is wet from the storm. You see your pack behind you about a hundred paces. The building is gone, if it was ever there at all. 
You walk back to your pack, and pick it up. As you begin your day’s journey, a raven flies overhead. It circles you twice, caws loudly, and 
then flies into nearby woods out of view.

Truly, there are no accidents in Midgard.
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The Stories We Tell 
I wonder if we shall ever be put into songs or tales. We're in one, or 
course; but I mean: put into words, you know, told by the fireside, 

or read out of a great big book with red and black letters, years and 
years afterwards. 

--J.R.R. Tolkien, The Two Towers

A world of raids and bloodshed. A world of mead-halls and cele-
bration. A world of funeral-pyres and mourning. A world where 
the Gods simultaneously give you power and test that power, un-
dermining your strength and cunning with their own. A world 
of great heroes chasing death and glory in the jaws of unbeatable 
odds.

Above all, a world of stories.

Welcome to Sagas of Midgard! Sagas of Midgard is a tabletop RPG 
system that takes place in a mythologized version of the Old Norse 
world. Norse Mythology has influenced storytellers for over a 
thousand years: whether Wagner and his Flight of the Valkyries, 
J.R.R. Tolkien and his Lord of the Rings (and the fantasy genre 
since), or Gary Gygax with Dungeons and Dragons (and tabletop 
RPGs since), the world of the Vikings has proved an enduring and 
intriguing one, and it is for that reason that we have chosen to use 
it for our system. To that end, Player Characters (PCs) are referred 
to as “Heroes” throughout the text, and the Game Master (GM) 
is referred to as a “Skald”, the storytellers historically in charge of 
creating (and telling) the Sagas of the Heroes of Midgard.

Sagas of Midgard emphasizes cinematic play and simplicity of 
rules. We here at Drinking Horn Games have played RPGs togeth-
er for most of our lives, and in that time we’ve done our best to 
find what make games fun and memorable, but also what makes 
them a grind that wears the players (and their patience) down. In 
our experience, what people remember most about tabletop RPGs 
are the stories they create with their friends; what they tend to for-
get are numbers-heavy combats where players and Skalds roll dice 
at each other in sequence until one of them “wins”. This is not to 
say that combat can’t be interesting or memorable; however, we’ve 
found that combat is as memorable as the players choose to make 
it, and as memorable as the system in which they are playing allows 
them to be. Sagas of Midgard seeks to give Heroes and Skalds the 
tools they need to fairly and easily forge these memorable stories 
together.

Sagas of Midgard is, first and foremost, a collaborative storytelling 
experience. We have striven to make the rules of the system rel-
atively simple and conducive to the creation of great stories that 
you and your friends can talk about for years. To this end, we have 
sought to minimize number-crunching and things that take you 
“out of the game”. Nothing kills the pacing and flow of a story like 
players stopping to try and argue a rule for ten minutes.  There will 
be more discussion of this in Chapter Five: Under the Hood but 
as a basic rule, the players should defer to the Skald on matters of 
contention in order to keep the game going. The Skald, for his part, 
should typically at least allow players a roll on what they wish to 
try, though the difficulty is, of course, up to him.

The Rollover system
Sagas of Midgard is played using a ruleset called the Rollover sys-
tem. We’ve been playing RPGs for about twenty years, and together 
for over ten. When that happens, you create a lot of stories with 
your friends; that’s the nature of the game. What we’ve realized, 
however, is that often something is “lost in translation” with those 
stories; like someone describing a dream, they become a “you had 
to be there” kind of moment. What we want is a way for players to 
talk, in character or out of character, about what they’ve just done, 
and to reward them for doing so.

Sagas of Midgard uses only two dice: two ten-sided dice (d10) or a 
ten-sided die and a ten-sided percentile die (d100). Every roll will 
have a “rollover” value; the Rollover is what the player’s roll must 
meet or exceed to succeed at whatever task is being attempted.

The player makes all the rolls in Sagas of Midgard. For bonuses to 
his roll, he adds to his roll; for penalties against him, the Skald adds 
to his rollover (the number he must exceed). This may seem slight-
ly counterintuitive at first, but adding is much easier than subtract-
ing, as anyone who grew up trying to use THAC0 in old editions 
of Dungeons and Dragons can attest. The player should keep up 
with his bonuses; the Skald should keep up with any modifications 
to rollovers.

There are other modifiers, but in the name of simplicity they are 
purposely kept to a minimum; nothing takes you out of a cinematic 
moment like having to spend 2 minutes solving a math problem 
before a roll.

We have done our best to keep difficulty tables and their like to a 
minimum, preferring that Skalds have basic ideas for what to make 
the difficulty of an action contingent to their players, but here is a 
basic guide for determining difficulties when assigning Rollovers:

Rollover:
1-30: This action can be done almost perfectly every time by   
someone with rudimentary training.

31-50: This action is moderately difficult to an untrained person, 
but a trained person should be able to accomplish it most of the 
time.

51-70: This action is very difficult to someone untrained. They will 
fail most of the time.

71-100: This action is nearing impossibility. Only someone with 
proper training has a true chance.

101-120: This action requires training, luck, and the will of the 
Gods. Anyone else is doomed to fail.

120+: No one can do this excepting a great Hero of Midgard. Un-
less you’re one of those, don’t even try.

If your bonus exceeds the rollover of a task, you succeed automati-
cally without a roll. There are no critical effects for anything besides 
attack rolls and Dodge checks (subject, of course, to house ruling).
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Actions
Everything you want your character to do in Sagas of Midgard re-
quires some type of action. We've tried to minimize these for the 
sake of simplicity. If an ability does not say what kind of action it is 
to perform, it is by default just an action. In every round (defined 
as the beginning of your character's turn until the beginning of 
their next turn) you may make one of each of the following actions:
Action: This is most of what you'll be using. Attacks, Runes, Arti-
fact abilties, and other abilities all require an Action to use. 
Fast Action: These include easier, smaller actions that can be per-
formed with an action during your turn. Additionally, exploits 
such as grabbing a weapon off the ground and certain divine ability 
can be classified as a fast action.
Move: You may move one Distance Increment (see Chapter 5) ev-
ery turn.
Interrupt: These actions can be performed once per round at any 
time (including another character's turn). 

Any Actions that last multiple rounds take effect immediately, but 
the "round timer" does not start until the Hero's next turn. The ef-
fect ends at the end of the player's turn after that many rounds have 
elapsed. For instance, if Morotar uses Haste, "Round 1" would be 
on his following turn, and would end at the end of this third turn 
after casting. This is to account for the fact that many abilities that 
last multiple rounds require a full action to use.

telling your tale 
Each session in Sagas of Midgard takes place over a “Raiding Sea-
son” representing about a year in game-world time. Raids take 
time; intelligence must be gathered, boats must be built (or rebuilt), 
and warbands trained as new warriors come to replace the dead 
from last year’s raid. No matter what actual season of the year your 
characters choose to raid (or the Skald chooses for you), sessions in 
the Saga system typically follow this basic format:

◊ Raiding (Described in Chapter 3) and blota, the ritual by 
which the Heroes sacrifice their treasures to the Gods for 
Favor, which is used to power your abilities (See Chapter 2: 
Character Creation).

◊ Heroic Deeds. This is typically something done away from the 
warband, though the Skald can choose to include NPCs. This 
is what you’d normally think of as the “adventure” in another 
tabletop RPG system; sneaking into the castle, exploring a lost 
cave, searching for a powerful artifact, etc. The emphasis here, 
even if the warband is present, is for the Heroes to overcome 
adversity. Trying to dodge the adventure by saying "We send 
the Warband in to kill it" suggests that your Heroes are fearful 
of the challenge laid out before them, and violates The Spirit of 
the Game (see later in the chapter).

◊ The Mead-Hall: This is where the “saga” part of the Saga sys-
tem comes into play. Here, the players’ jarl (or king, or skald, or 
whatever NPC is appropriate here) has them boast of their ac-
complishments in the raid, as well as their heroic deeds. Play-
ers should think of their finest moment from that session, and 
sell it to the rest of their assembled group as best they can. The 

players will act both as heroes and warband here; after 
their tale, they will write on a piece of scrap paper the 
deed they felt was most memorable. The players should 
not vote for themselves (Odin is always watching you).  

Was it Badimur, leaping from ship to ship hacking up oarsmen 
before killing the enemy warband leader? Was it Morotar, who 
dressed himself up like a beautiful lady and charmed the gate-op-
erator to lower the portcullis? Each player gets one vote as does the 
Skald; in parties of four or more, the Skald gets two votes. These 
pieces of scrap paper will be handed to the Skald and tallied. The 
two heroes who receive the most votes get an extra 2 SP for their If 
a player is voted unanimously to have the greatest deed from this 
season, they receive a bonus 5 SP that they may spend where they 
choose. Players are encouraged to take notes and write down the 
moments chosen; picking the finest moments in each session will 
help to make the session, and the Saga as a whole, memorable.

Regardless of whose boasting is the most persuasive, SP is typi-
cally spent between sessions, representing your Hero's growth and 
development and taking time to apply what they've learned from 
their previous adventure. In a "marathon" session or a scenario in 
which the session ends but the Heroes are not back at their settle-
ment, the Skald may rule to allow expenditure of SP while Resting 
Around the Campfire (see Chapter 5).

For ease of use and removal of potential argument anything in 
the Sagas of Midgard that requires rounding will round down.

Divine Abilities
As you adventure, and grow closer to the Gods and stronger as a 
warrior, you will gain Divine Abilities, further defined in Chapter 
2: Character Creation. To calculate a Divine Ability modifier, sim-
ply add up all Spent SP within a certain God, then add any Sur-
name or Title Bonuses, and finally any conditional modifiers (from 
Settlements, Artifacts, etc). These Divine Abilities serve many pur-
poses as outlined in Chapter 2: Character Creation, but are also 
listed briefly below:

Might of the Storm (Thor): Might of the Storm is used for any 
actions that require brute strength; climbing a windy moun-
tain, kicking down a door, or, perhaps in rare circumstanc-
es, making a show of your strength to intimidate an opponent.  

Natural Leader (Tyr): Natural Leader refers to your Hero's ability 
to inspire your allies and strike fear into your foes. 

One-Eyed Wisdom (Odin): One-Eyed Wisdom is 
used to intuit and perceive the world around you.  

Light Hands (Loki): Used for stealing, sneaking, and other 
sleight-of-hand dextrous trickery. 

Force of Nature (Freyja): Used for survival in the wild, 
tracking, and other tests of heartiness and endurance. 

Out of Combat: These take the place of “attribute checks”. For in-
stance, a character trying to lift something heavy, jump, or climb 
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would make a Might of the Storm check, while a character trying 
to curry favor with a local warlord may use a Natural Leader check.
In Combat: Most of the time, you’ll be utilizing attack rolls and 
dodge checks in combat. However, you may wish to try something 
crazy from time to time (and we hope that you do). In that event, 
your GM will tell you which Divine Ability to test, and at what roll-
over. Additionally, certain monsters may use attacks that test not 
just your armor, but your resolve or your ability to keep fighting; in 
that event, rather than Dodge, your Skald may ask you to make a 
Divine Ability check in lieu of a Dodge check.

Additionally, Heroes should be on the lookout for ways to use their 
Divine Abilities creatively to work around a situation, or to help 
an ally in combat. Unless otherwise stated, any Hero may use their 
action to assist their ally with a Divine Ability check; is Ke’Roc 
trapped in the jaws of a hungry Ulfr, unable to make his Might of 
the Storm check? Never fear: Gunnar can scurry over and, with a 
successful roll, pry the beast’s jaws loose allowing Ke’Roc to escape.

Raiding: Each Divine Ability also correlates directly to a facet of 
raiding, as noted in their descriptions in Chapter 2. You will uti-
lize your Divine Abilities to help you overcome the challenges your 
warband will face while raiding. For ease of use, which raiding roll 
corresponds to which Divine Ability is also listed on the character 
sheet, and in the absence of any other bonuses (Settlement Up-
grades, Artifacts, etc) your raiding roll is equal to your correspond-
ing Divine Ability. More information about raiding can be found in 
Chapter 3: Raiding and Settlements.

Favor
Favor is the basic ability currency of Sagas of Midgard. Although 
skills and abilities are split into Domains (See Chapter 2: Character 
Creation), Favor is inclusive of all the Gods and can be used to 
power any ability. Favor is expended upon use of a power whether 
the power is used to proper (or any) effect.

Favor can be gained in many ways.

Raiding and Sacrifice via blota: Raiding is the lifeblood of a Vi-
king clan, and spoils are the lifeblood of raiding. After raiding a 
settlement, a character may choose to dedicate some or all of their 
spoils to the Gods for Favor. A poor raid can mean a poor outcome 
for whatever comes next, so it behooves Heroes to do whatever 
they can to ensure success for their Warband. Favor does not de-
cay, but it cannot be “refunded”: once gained it can be used only to 
power abilities. 3 Hacksilver will convert to one point of Favor.
Certain Powers: Many Gods have ways that you can glorify them 
in battle, granting you a small amount of favor. This can be helpful 
if you need just a few favor points to utilize a powerful ability: it is 
not intended to be the primary way in which you gain favor.
Feats of Strength: Heroes distinguish themselves by heroic deeds 
and overcoming amazing odds. Certain foes may award favor when 
defeated by a party; this is split equally among the party members. 
Additionally, your Skald may choose at times to reward your party 
with Favor for overcoming a challenge.
The Blood-Eagle: Prominent NPCs can be sacrificed to the Gods 
if taken alive. Further information can be found in Chapter 5, “Un-
der The Hood”.

The Case Against 
Book-Keeping

There are a lot of things to keep track of in a conventional RPG. 
Too many, in our opinion. Here is something you would never read 
in a Saga:

And Lo, Gunnar did receive a -2 to hit and reduced movement 
against the great dragon because upon taking up the Greatsword of 
his Ancestors, he was 0.4 kg over his encumbrance. Gunnar thought 
he had added up the contents of his pack correctly, but upon further 
inspection he had added wrong. “If only I had equipped the belt of 
giant’s strength instead of placing it in my bag of holding!” Gunnar’s 
player said, loudly, to the table.

And so did Gunnar die, a victim of his own over-encumbrance.

Certain things need to be kept track of in an RPG: your skills, your 
character’s abilities and HP, the amount of Favor you have, the bo-
nuses you receive to a given roll. However, there are many oth-
er things which we feel do not need to be explicitly kept track of. 
These things can be handled on a case by case basis:

◊ Money for Everyday Expenses
◊ Encumbrance
◊ Rations
◊ Basic adventuring supplies (did I have 4 torches or 3?)
◊ Standard ammo
◊ Whatever else detracts from the enjoyment of the game with-

out adding value to the story

Exceptions to this rule should serve the story, rather than waste 
time. Does the player wish to carry a keg of beer and a dragon 
corpse and 40 axes on his back in case the first 39 break? At that 
point, the Skald could tell him that he may suffer a penalty. Have 
the players found themselves shipwrecked and completely desti-
tute in a foreign and hostile jarldom? Not having food or money to 
buy basic provisions should factor into their adventure. However, 
beyond exceptional circumstances, micromanagement and book-
keeping tends to add nothing to the game while taking away from 
its flow and excitement. Be a storyteller, not a micromanager.

A Note on Historicity and 
Inclusivity

While Sagas of Midgard uses the names, titles, and Gods of the old 
Norse pantheon, it is important to note that it seeks to follow the 
spirit of the myth, not necessarily the letter. Our priorities in creat-
ing the world and system of Sagas of Midgard, ranked from most 
important to least, were as follows:
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fORewORD AND iNTRODuCTiON TO SAGAS Of MiDGARD

◊ Create a gaming system that allows for the telling of memora-
ble stories.

◊ Create an environment where players can create interesting, 
powerful characters to interact with that world.

◊ Create a world that is cohesive to the spirit and atmosphere of 
the Norse Sagas and Eddas.

◊ Create a historically accurate world with all names, loca-
tions, and dates as they happened in Europe and Scandinavia. 

Names will be changed, demigods added and removed, and loca-
tions and peoples tweaked. You are free to tweak them back, or to 
use whatever map you wish for the world, but having to choose 
between myth and history, we have chosen myth, and a slightly 
modified version of that myth at that. That is why, throughout this 
text, you will often see Vikings referred to as "Drengr". "Drengr" 
was a title given to a Viking who was particularly honorable, noble, 
and valiant. We wanted to accentuate and celebrate this side of Vi-
king culture for Sagas of Midgard, and we also felt that using a term 
less well known than "Viking" would allow us to escape some of the 
stereotypes that have grown around the term. 

Although the mythological Vikings were inclusive to females as 
warriors and often as equals (as are we), for the sake of ease “he” 
will be the default pronoun used throughout this text. No offense 
is intended by this. To that end and in the name of inclusion, we 
have done our best to remove some of the more historical gender 
barriers (magic being womanly and therefore undeserving of a 
warrior, etc). Our world is better for having stories that can appeal 
to everyone, and we want everyone to feel as though they have 
a place at the table while playing Sagas of Midgard, no matter 
their race, religion or gender. We are all equally worthy (and, at 
times, unworthy) in the eyes of the Gods. If you believe otherwise, 
you may wish to find another system. 

We should also note that for ease of use we have anglicized many 
of the Norse names. This was done intentionally to make the game 
more accessible to North American players with no offense intend-
ed to our Scandinavian friends. Players should, of course feel free 
to use whatever spellings and pronunciations they please.

The Spirit of the Game
We’ve tried to emphasize through this opening chapter that Sagas 
of Midgard is a collaborative storytelling experience, with the ap-
propriate emphasis on collaborative. Throughout our journeys in 
the world of tabletop RPGs we’ve heard some horror stories: Skalds 
who punish players for things done both in and out of game. Play-
ers who argue their way out of character through a particular part 
in the game. Worst of all, players who lie about rolls. The above 
examples are people who, for whatever reason, are trying to “win” 
the game. Let’s make a few things clear here.

There is no winning or losing in Sagas of Midgard; there is only 
the story you create with your friends.

We also believe strongly that the story is as good as you make it. We 
will present examples throughout the sourcebook where you could 
ignore description and flavor text and simply make dice rolls. At 
that point, you may find Sagas of Midgard to be a rather dull and 

simplistic system; if that’s how you and your group prefer to 
play tabletop RPGs (and many do), you may wish to find a 
more rules-heavy and less story-driven tabletop setting. How-
ever, we think if you take a step back, and allow your rolls to act 
as a mediator for the story (instead of the other way around) you 
may discover a new dimension to tabletop RPGs that you hadn’t 
noticed before. Also, let us present one ironclad rule we've discov-
ered over decades of gaming:

If you cheat at a tabletop RPG, you have already lost.

If we had to distill our game design philosophy down to four words, 
they would be don’t be a jerk. Throughout different portions of this 
book, you may hear us refer to The Spirit of the Game. Basically, 
this means that the most important thing is moving the game and 
the story along, and not trying to cling to a word or a phrase that 
you think may eke out a minor advantage for you. The best way to 
handle a rules dispute is for the Skald to make a judgment call us-
ing their understanding of the rules and then look it up afterward 
during a break or between games. Nothing kills the pace of a game 
like a prolonged rules argument. If you are unwilling or unable to 
accept the ruling of your Skald in the event of a dispute, you should 
consider finding another group.

The End of the Beginning
We play games to get away from the monotony of the real world. 
The 21st century has no more new lands to discover; in a way, the 
magic of our world has been taken away from us and replaced by 
technology. We’ve gained much from this, but we’ve lost some-
thing, too.  

In Sagas of Midgard, we have tried to create a world that’s still filled 
with that sense of magic, wonder, and adventure, and we hope 
you’ll all be right there next to us, exploring its depths.
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